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- Highly efficient deep heat treatment 
for hard-to-weld materials

- Automatic calculation of the welding
parameters 

- Integrated and automatic weld seam
quality assurance system 

- Easy, safe and repeatable operation and
maintainability

- Compact machine design with simple
foundation

- Strict linear equipment movement
-Overall reduced cycle time
- Easy scrap handling
- Short and simple knife cassette changing
procedure

- Future-oriented thanks to freely selec-
table welding source 

X-PRO® LASER WELDER 

NEXT GENERATION
BETTER PERFORMANCE
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HIGHLY EFFICIENT DEEP HEAT

TREATMENT OF THE WELD SEAM

The highly efficient deep heat treatment by means 
of medium-frequency induction allows through heat-
ing of the material in the shortest possible time, thus
preventing hardness increase on the weld seam and
the consequent risk of strip breakage. The range of
possible material combinations is increased signifi-
cantly. The special inductor design considerably
reduces the holding time compared to conventional
systems. 
Furthermore, the starting temperature for the post-
heating process can be freely selected.

HOLE CUTTER

The hole required for weld
seam tracking is created by
means of a punch tool. The
punch tool can be replaced
easily and very fast. Changing
can be done during regular
shear replacement. Punching
is done in sequence with cut-
ting both strip ends, and no
additional actuator is neces-
sary. Hole cutter can be dese-
lected in the HMI. 

SELF-HEALING MACHINE 

CONCEPT

Before the strip ends are welded together, the posi-
tion and geometry of the welding gap are measured.
If there are any deviations in position or geometry
due to wear or wrong alignment of machine compo-
nents, the welding traversing unit adapts to the new
conditions and automatically brings the welding head
into the correct position.
In this way, the weld seam is always positioned
exactly on the joint, which prevents the weld seam
from breaking. Furthermore, repairs can be post-

poned until the
next scheduled
maintenance
shutdown
because errors
can be corrected
by the welding
traversing unit.

FEATURES
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The separate design of the welding traversing unit enables 
the flexible utilization of various welding sources.

AUTOMATIC CALCULATION

OF THE WELDING PARAMETERS

Thanks to the automatic calculation of the welding
parameters for every individual combination of mater-
ial, even strip combinations of unknown steel grades
are no problem at all. Without having to spend time
on test welds and lengthy searching in databases,
the correct welding parameters for the combination
to be welded are determined quickly and reliably. 
All it takes for the calculation are the geometric strip
data and the analysis of the steel melt of the two
steel strips. These data are usually stored in the 
production computer and can be transferred to the
computer of the welding machine. Thus, test welds
on the production plant or problems when welding
new material combinations now are a thing of the
past.

FUTURE-ORIENTED THANKS 

TO FREELY SELECTABLE WELDING

SOURCE

Thanks to the modular structure of the welding
machine and the consequent separation between
weld seam preparation and the welding process
itself, the welding source can be easily replaced. 
This gives the opportunity to use a conventional 
CO2 source or a solid state laser source. With a 
solid state laser it is possible to save process gas
(e.g Helium) and reduce the maintenance effort. 

The actual weld seam preparation, such as align-
ment, fine-cutting and joining of the two strip ends 
is performed by separate machine modules. Subse-
quently, the welding source is moved by means of a
welding traversing unit along the joint between the
two strip ends. In doing so, the position and travers-
ing speed of the welding source can be adjusted 

individually. This fulfills an important condition for
enabling other welding sources to be used in the
future. Furthermore, various welding procedures can
be combined.

This extreme flexibility of the welding machine 
guarantees that even in the future new procedures
for joining steel strips can be used without having 
to carry out major revamps.

Easy adaptation of the welding parameters to new material
combinations through calculation based on the cast analysis.
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The optimum welding parameters for new material combinations are preset automatically 
on the basis of the cast analysis.

COMPARISON OF THE DIFFERENT 

Inductors for heat treatment before and after  

X-Pro® Laser Welder 

Special inductor design ensures homogeneous recrystallization thanks to individual and longer holding time

Extremely flexible heat treatment through adjustment of the time interval between preheating and postheating 
as well as freely selectable starting temperature for postheating 

Automatic calculation of the welding parameters for every material combination based on the cast analysis

Automatic positioning of the welding head according to the position of the welding gap and its geometry – 
positioning errors are thus corrected

Future oriented thanks to the possibility of installing various welding sources.

Short cycle times even for double cuts thanks to rapid precision shear

Vibration-free mounting of the welding source on separate machine frame and flexible arrangement

Very simple knife design and quick-changing unit for knife cartridges

Removal of cutting scrap underneath the machine

Perfect weld seam preparation by joining the two cutting edges under high pressure
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    CONCEPTS

        welding. The bottom and top knifes are screwed into fixed cartridges and do not require calibration
when they are replaced.

Conventional laser welding machine 

Conventional inductor design requires slower welding speeds for homogeneous recrystallization

Limited heat treatment possibilities due to fixed interval between preheating and postheating

Welding parameters must be taken from a database and the database must be supplemented by means 
of further test welds, and extensive tests are required for plant run-up

Positioning errors of the welding gap cannot be corrected, since the welding head is fixed and the 
welding gap position and geometry are only measured during the welding process

Machine concept based on one selected welding source (usually CO2 laser)

Long cycle times in case of double cuts by laser cutting

Vibration of the welding source due to mounting on the shear frame

Complex knife design requires adjustment inside machine

Removal of cutting scrap by means of conveyor belts leads to scrap jams in the machine

Gap-free joining is not possible due to the design
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PROCESS DESCRIPTION

Threading

Pinch roll units position the strip head and tail ends
of the coils to be welded into the welding machine.

Positioning

Strip centering devices positioned at the entry and
exit sides centrically align the strip ends.

Scrap removal system

The cutting scrap falls into the welder‘s scrap dis-
charge system and is combined with the notcher
scrap on a conveying belt. Test welds or notch 
samples can be conveyed to the operator side for
inspection. 

Aligning

The prepared strip ends are aligned relative to 
each other in terms of width and thickness in order 
to achieve the desired welding joint geometry.

1 2

5 6

8
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Confirmation of the strip thickness and 

calculation of the parameters

Automatic strip thickness verification is performed when
clamping the strip ends. At the same time, the required
welding parameters are calculated on the basis of the
cast analysis and strip thickness based on level 2 data. 

Cutting & Punching

A double cross cut shear is used to cut both strip
ends simultaneously, thus ensuring that the weld
seam is prepared quickly and optimally. In conjunc-
tion with the cutting process a hole for the weld-
seam detection can be punched.

Welding joint measurement with welding and heat treatment

A camera is used in a preparatory position to the head in order to measure the position and geometry of the
welding joint. The position of the welding head is adjusted, so that the welded seam is exactly positioned on the
joint. The laser beam welds the strip ends together. If necessary, the weld seam is subjected to inductive heat
treatment (pre- and post-treatment) in order to obtain a homogeneous hardness profile across the weld seam. 

Side notching

Upon completion of the welding process, the edges
are removed by means of a side notcher to ensure
reliable strip travel and to allow the edge trimming
shear to move into the continuous strip. The material
cut-offs can also be used for weld integrity testing. 

3 4
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SERVICES

Workshop assembly and pre-commissioning

The X-Pro® Laser Welder is completely assembled and
commissioned in the SMS group workshop. In the
process, all functions will be tested – on original steel
plates from the customer.

Packing and shipment

The machine, i.e. the entire plant including piping and wiring
is packed for overseas shipment. The high-quality packing
protects the machine from damage and corrosion during
transport and storage.
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Training

The period of commissioning in the SMS
workshop is used to train the customer's
operating and maintenance staff on the
actual machine. This helps to simplify
the actual commissioning of the machine
in the production line and increases the
plant availability.
Because some of the very complex func-
tions and rapid movements are not fully
visible on the machine, the training ses-
sions will be supplemented by three-
dimensional animations of the most
important plant functions. Furthermore,
documentation will be made available by
means of which further members of the
operating crew can be trained.

Transport

Thanks to its compact dimensions, the entire machine can
be transported easily. That is why it can be supplied to the
customer fully assembled.

Assembly and 

commissioning support

Our experienced experts support the
assembly and commissioning of the 
plant on site, so that the time required
for assembly and commissioning is kept
to a minimum. Moreover, it is also possi-
ble to provide further training for the
operating crew on site.

Teleservice and after-sales

Teleservice provides our experts with the opportunity to
view the HMI of the machine online and to give support in
the case of problems. Furthermore, maintenance contracts
guarantee reliable machine operation for many years. As an
additional service, we regularly provide information on inno-
vations and possible upgrades for our plant.
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REFERENCES

TOKYO STEEL, JAPAN

The first machine of the second generation was installed at Tokyo Steel. The advanced design places special
focus on simplified assembly and improved serviceability. For this reason, a modular concept was selected.
The X-Pro® Laser Welder is installed in a continuous pickling line which can be coupled to a tandem cold mill
in a second stage. In the course of commissioning of the laser welding machine in Tokyo Steel's new contin -
uous pickling line, all material combinations stipulated in the contract were joined successfully after only a
short time. It was even possible to weld strips with thickness differences of up to 1.5 mm.

Technical data 

Commissioning: 2011
Laser source: 12 kW CO2

Capacity 1,800,000 t/a
Steel grades CQ, DQ, DDQ, EDDQ, IF,

HSS, TRIP, I steels
Strip dimensions

Thickness 1.5 - 6.0 mm
Width 780 - 1,630 mm

Strip speed
Entry 700 m/min 
Process 280 m/min 
Exit 450 m/min

X-Pro® Laser Welder in the entry section of the
continuous pickling line.

Already during commissioning, strips with thickness differences of up to 1.5 mm were
joined by welding at Tokyo Steel.
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AM/NS CALVERT, USA

Every year, 1.1 million tons of hot strip can be processed in the newly erected continuous pickling line at
AM/NS Calvert (formerly ThyssenKrupp Steel USA) in Alabama. The coils to be processed are transported
from the hot coil storage yard to the entry section of the pickling line, where the strips with thicknesses of
1.5 to 6.0 mm are uncoiled and then joined by an X-Pro® Laser Welder to form an endless strip. Since the
local American market is sup-plied directly, production planning must be as flexible as possible. This require-
ment is satisfied by the fully automatic calculation of the welding parameters for every material combination.
Furthermore, a steep run-up curve was able to be realized thanks to the tried and tested fully automatic cal-
culation of welding parame-ters. The layout of the continuous pickling line is designed to provide for a future
capacity expansion to 1.6 million tons per year and the integration of an inline four-high skin-pass mill. 

Technical data 

Commissioning: 2011
Laser source: 12 kW CO2

Capacity 1,100,000 t/a 
Steel grades IF, HSLA, HSS, DP 
Strip dimensions

Thickness 1.5 - 6.0 mm
Width 900 - 1,870 mm

Strip speed
Entry 170 m/min 
Process 110 m/min 
Exit 145 m/min In order to flexibly join the steel strips, the welding 

parameters are calculated automatically.

For the new ThyssenKrupp Steel USA production site in Calvert, Alabama, SMS Siemag has erected a pickling line/ tandem cold mill
(2.5 million tons per year) and a continuous pickling line (1.1 million tons per year).
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REFERENCES

JINDAL SOUTH WEST, INDIA

At the beginning of February 2011, JSW Steel Limited placed an order with SMS Siemag for the supply
of a pickling line/tandem cold mill, to be erected at the Toranagallu Vidyanagar (Bellary) location in India.
The customer was impressed above all by the low operating and maintenance costs of our plant con-
cept. SMS Siemag is supplying a complete pickling line/tandem cold mill to JSW Steel Limited. This
includes the entry section equipped with two pay-off reel groups and an X-Pro® Laser Welder by means
of which any kinds of strips can be joined, no matter how difficult to weld. From 2013 onwards, this
line will produce high-quality cold strip for the automotive industry.

Technical data 

Commissioning: 2013 (scheduled) 
Laser source: 12 kW CO2

Capacity 2,300,000 t/a
Steel grades Carbon steel, HSS, BH, DP,

TRIP, CP
Strip dimensions

Thickness 1.5 - 6.5 mm
Width 900 - 2,080 mm

Strip speed
Entry 750 m/min 
Process 300 m/min 
Exit 1,450 m/min

The preassembled X-Pro® Laser Welder. JSW paid a visit to the SMS workshop to convince themselves of the efficiency of the
laser welding machine.
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HYUNDAI HYSCO, SOUTH KOREA

An X-Pro® Laser Welder from SMS Siemag has been integrated into the new pickling line/tandem cold mill at 
the Dangjin works of Hyundai Hysco, South Korea. The pickling line/tandem cold mill was taken into operation 
in April 2013. Since then, the laser welder has been joining the steel strips to form an endless strip in the entry
section of the line. This endless strip then runs safely through the pickling section and also through the subse-
quent tandem cold mill. More than 3000 welds were executed during the first two months, and not one of these
suffered any breakages, thus admirably proving the quality of the welds. These joints were made on a wide
range of materials, some of which were highly demanding as regards the welding technology. For example, 
a series of MS-W1200 strips were joined together and then rolled down at 45 percent reduction. Even strips with
a silicon content of 1.2 percent have already been processed on several occasions without problems.

Technical data 

Commissioning: 2013  
Laser source: 12 kW CO2

Capacity 1,500,000 t/a
Steel grades CQ, DQ, DDQ, EDDQ,

SEDDQ, MA, DP, TRIP, CP
Strip dimensions

Thickness 1.5 - 5.0 mm
Width 800 - 1,650 mm

Strip speed
Entry 700 m/min
Process 270 m/min
Exit 1,400 m/min

X-Pro® Laser Welder integrated into the new
Hysco pickling line/tandem cold mill.
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REFERENCES

BIG RIVER STEEL, USA 

The X-Pro® Laser Welder for the new pickling line/tandem mill of Big River Steel in Osceola, in the state of
Arkansas, USA, will weld almost 1.5 million tons of steel strips as from 2016. Thereafter, the material including
the welded joints will not only be pickled, but also rolled in a five-stand, four-high tandem mill. This means, the
1.4 to 5.0-millimeter-thick strip will be reduced to a final gage between 0.27 and 1.4 millimeters. Even steels
with high silicon content can be reliably connected by the laser welder.

Technical data 

Commissioning: 2016 (scheduled) 
Laser source: 12 kW CO2

Capacity 1,440,000 t/a
Steel grades CQ, DQ, DDQ, EDDQ, 

IF, HSS
Strip dimensions

Thickness 1.4 - 5.0 mm
Width 900 - 1,880 mm

Strip speed
Entry 700 m/min 
Process 270 m/min 
Exit 1,400 m/min

Graphic representation of the new pickling line/tandem cold mill for Big River Steel, in which a X-Pro® Laser Welder connects the strips
in the entry section which are subjected to cold rolling later on
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WUPPERMANN, HUNGARY 

At the Hungarian site of Györ-Gönyü, the SMS group is establishing a new “heat-to-coat” hot strip
galvanizing line for Wuppermann Group. The new strip processing line will be commissioned in 2016
and process about 500,000 tons of steel strip annually, which is welded together in the entry section
by an X-Pro® Laser Welder. Strips of one to six millimeters thickness are safely connected and pre-
pared for continuous running through the various processing units such as scale breaker, turbulence
pickling section, galvanizing section, skin-pass stand and tension leveler.

Technical data 

Commissioning: 2016 (scheduled)   
Laser source: 8 kW CO2

Capacity 500,000 t/a
Steel grades DD 11 – 14. S235 – S355, 

S 315 MC – S700MC   
Strip dimensions

Thickness 1.0 - 6.0 mm
Width 400 - 1,650 mm

Strip speed
Entry 220 m/min
Process 150 m/min
Exit 220 m/min

Entry section of the „heat-to-coat“ galvanizing line for Wupper-
mann in Hungary with an integrated X-Pro® Laser Welder.
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CONTROL CONCEPT

SIMPLE AND EFFICIENT 

CONTROL CONCEPT

The control system of the X-Pro® Laser Welders has
been developed by SMS Siemag. This ensures that
in the interaction between hydraulic systems, electri-
cal and mechanical equipment, optimum results and

Perfect interaction between mechanical equipment, hydraulic 
system and the electrical and automation package.

Automation system layout.

an ideal integration of the interfaces with the
process line automation are attained. Our automa-
tion engineers are specialists not only in the field of
welding machines but also when it comes to the
entire design of entry sections for continuous strip
processing lines.
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ERGONOMIC OPERATING PANELS AND

LOGICAL HMI FOR DISPLAYING AND CONTROLLING:

- the status of the welding machine

- missing preconditions and sequencer diagnosis

- operation and fault diagnosis

- correction measures

- display of the welding parameters (setpoint and actual values)

Technical data: X-Pro® Laser Welder  

Strip width 500 - 2,500 mm 
Strip thickness 0.8 - 8.0 mm 
Hydraulic connections 400 l/h, 180 bar 
Pneumatic connections 150 Nm3/h, 6 bar 
Connected electrical power 320 - 450 KVA 
Knife service life > 10,000 cuts 
Time reqd. for changing the knife cartridge < 1 hour 
Diameter of hole cutter 14 mm 
Service life of the hole cutter tools > 10,000 cuts 
Time reqd. for changing the hole cutter tools < 2 minutes 
Number of stored welding histories > 5,000 
Welding source CO2/solid-state laser resonator 
Width of strip passage 1,800 - 2,800 mm 
Height of strip passage 200 mm 
Weight of the heaviest component 50,000 - 70,000 kg 

Monitoring of the resonator gas
supply at the HMI.



SMS group GmbH

Processing Lines and Furnace Technology 

Walder Strasse 53
40724 Hilden, Germany

Phone: +49 211 881-5100
Telefax: +49 211 881-4212

E-mail: strip.processing@sms-siemag.com
Internet: www.sms-siemag.com

“The information provided in this brochure contains a general description of the performance characteristics of the products concerned. The actual products may not always have these
characteristics as described and, in particular, these may change as a result of further developments of the products. The provision of this information is not intended to have and will
not have legal effect. An obligation to deliver products having particular characteristics shall only exist if expressly agreed in the terms of the contract.”
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